Carry on dry stone walling at Brandon
by Paul Stevenson

In Warwickshire the geology isn’t exposed well in large parts of the county and not all the quarries
allow access. But we’ve managed to overcome this ladies and gentlemen! A special dry stone wall
has been built somewhere where everyone can get to it – yes in roughly the centre of the county at
Brandon marsh nature reserve. With Martyn Bradley and Lucy Hartley at the helm and a reasonably
experienced waller who also happens to be a fully qualified geologist (Paul Stevenson) employed to
do the building work the wall was built quite quickly. The rocks in the wall represent quite a long
period - late Neoproterozoic (c. 630 Ma) to Jurassic - with Waverley Wood pebbles (Anglian) topping
out the wall. All in all the whole construction is about 10.5m in length and although quite solid
(bonded with mortar) does contain some hiding places for Triturus, Micromys minuta, Lepidoptera
and Coleoptera here and there.
So at the outset, let us take 2012 as the starting point, Warwickshire Wildlife Trust and our Group
joined forces and decided on a wish list of stone types and various building plots were considered.
Some of the stone types proved easier to get hold of than others and great thanks must go to Mrs
Hartley for extreme perseverance in this matter. The wall starts with Caldecote Volcanic rock:
extremely hard and dense in most cases (Figure 3); next in was the Hartshill Sandstone Formation an interesting pink sandstone which deems to bear witness to the Cambrian Explosion. No less
interesting, especially if one is of a hard rock bent is the Lamprophyre: a blueish grey (in our area at
least) medium grained hypabyssal which intrudes the Cambrian (figure 1).
Five fossils came to light during the construction- four are now in the wall: a Skolithos tube in the
Hartshill Sandstone; two smooth shelled ammonites in the Blue Lias (in the same block) and in a tiny
[Llandoverian] pebble in the Meriden Formation containing some crinoid ossicles. The ossicles could
possibly weather away quite soon so book your train tickets now (and bring a hand lens)! The
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Figure 1. Hartshill Sst. trace fossil and lamprophyre with hornblende crystal
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interpretation boards are now in place and allude to various important matters including the ancient
continent of Gondwana, ancient climates and Warwickshire’s amazing 8,000 mile journey over the
last 630 Million years from the southern to the northern hemisphere. Some of the rocks had to be
turned 90° in order to show off fossils or traces (Fig 1). At one point I became concerned that we
might end up with four piles of similar looking red sandstone on the ground and that they would
become mixed. My fears melted away once we’d realised that the (Mancetter) Old Red Sandstone
outcrop is a protected SSSI (so we couldn’t procure any) and the Bromsgrove Sandstone is almost
never red in this area. It is green e.g Warwick Castle. This left the Kenilworth Sandstone and Meriden
Formation as the only red sandstones and helpfully they are exceedingly different in character: the
Kenilworth is quite easily worked and is often blue in hue when freshly snapped in two whereas the
Meriden is usually coarser grained, extremely hard and never shows blue hearting. If you need a
rock which is able to withstand a firestorm the Meriden is a pretty good bet.
Ah yes the bricks. I almost forgot! Various bricks were obtained which are made obviously from
various mudstones or clays. Of prime importance in the area are Webster’s bricks (Carboniferous),
Leamington (Mercia Mudstone), Cherry Orchard (Ashow Formation) and Baggeridge (Coal Measure
shales) . The first three of this last sentence can be seen in situ in Fig 2. Also in Fig 2 can be seen a
couple of courses of unnamed bricks almost certainly of early Permian clay; Meriden sandstone are
at the extreme left hand side. Wienerberger Ltd is the main brick making company in the county.

Figure 2. The author cleaning the face of a piece of Kenilworth Sandstone

Brick types – Fig 2A – Websters brick
B – Leamington
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White Lias is an important strong rock type in the county used sometimes as cobble stones in for
example a farm yard but often as a building stone. This does not always come out the ground in flat

slabs but it can do so. Some 5 or 6 courses of this stone type can be seen on the left hand side of Fig
2. White Lias is one of the most frost proof sedimentary rocks around. No extant quarries however.

Figure 3. Block of Caldecote Volcanic lava (Cryogenian period – 630 Ma), about to be moved from its
original position in the Sensory Garden during September 2014.

Travis Perkins of Rugby is thanked for loaning us a cement mixer on several occasions. Midland Quarry Products Ltd are
thanked for providing the Hartshill Sandstone . A suitable repository for the specimen will be decided on in due course.
The Warwickshire Wildllife Trust especially Stephen Trotter, Kate Sugden and Alexis Evans are also thanked for their
kindness and help. Wienerberger Ltd are thanked for providing the Baggeridge blue bricks.

